**OPEN FORUM**

**Improvised Service Increases Walker Dining Patronage**

Blames Existing Conditions To Harriedness of Automobile Culture

Faculty Endorse Year Book Drive For Photographs

Technique Offers Seniors Last Opportunity To Sign Building

**STUDY OF BUDGET BY COMPTON SHOWS NEED FOR ECONOMY**

Possibility of Faculty Salary Cut As President Gives Report Today

**RECORD OF CONTINUOUS NEWS SERVICE FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS**

**BUDGET NOW BALANCED**

In regard to the possibility of re- opening the budget this fall, there is no indication that the President Compton said yesterday that "a careful study of the financial situation for the year has been made, and that the decision which has been reached through this study will be permanent."

It is understood that the Institution's financial position is in a satisfactory condition, but that there is very little bonus for handling class finances. Therefore, in the event of any economic conditions such a situation should be taken another form for the use.

Last spring, when the budget was made up, a large operating surplus, well over $10,000, was realized, and it was hoped that this would suffice for the balance of the fiscal year. Since then, however, the income has not materialized and the surplus has disappeared, and the situation now is as follows.

**IN STICKS BIG LOSS**

A major blow to the Institution's income is the annual loss of $3,000 which the Eastern Kodak Company has cut its dividend from $2.50 to 50c. This is only one of the many ways in which the Institution's income is being reduced. The situation as a whole, the income has reduced considerably, and it is now apparent that the Institution's financial condition, and economy must be effected to reduce the operating deficit, and in order to prevent further decline in the value of investments.

**Liberal Club Gets Bulletin Board For Poster Newspaper**

Clippings of Varied Nature On Controversial Subjects

On the bulletin board near the Cashier's office, the Liberal Club has placed a bulletin board which they call "Morn and Extreme.

Subjects of controversial nature will be clipped and pasted on this bulletin board, and will consist of newspaper and magazine clippings. Beside each of the clippings on this first issue is a timely and humorous comment. In addition to the newspaper section there is an editorial section and also a portion of the bulletin board will be devoted to cartoons.

It is stated on the board that the bulletin board is not an experiment. Its editors showed the bulletin board for suggestions and contributions.

**Sports Writing Positions On TECH Still Open**

There are still positions in the Editorial Staff of the TECH open for men interested in writing for the paper. The positions will begin as soon as possible. Any student who has a desire for work on the TECH is invited to come down to the newsroom and find out more about the "sportswriter."
DYNAMITE IMPLIED

As was to be expected the featured article appearing in yesterday's issue has aroused considerable comment. On the part of most students the feeling is that the matter of dormitory-facility status could well have been left alone, both in Tech and in the student body at large. This is made clear in a letter from the Editor of T.E.N. published today.

In expressing a thought which has long been admitted by men of the Institute it seems that a forbidden subject has been discussed in a record. Fossett and THE TECH are received on the backwash. In a particular portion of the T.E.N. article we saw the basis for an interview with Fossett. The major portion of our story came from this interview. If Fossett has been placed in an embarrassing position, we regard the publication of that portion of his article as ill-advised on the part of himself and T.E.N., and we regret that we have to some degree contributed to his embarrassment, by emphasizing an implication which anyone would make and which has since been misinterpreted. The fact remains, however, that what has been attributed to Fossett was voiced by him in an expression of student sentiment, long recognized by all connected with student activities.

THE VOICE OF THE MOB

Today and tomorrow nominations are being made for positions on the Junior Prom Committee, of which Edward L. Archbold is co-chairman. Last spring the status of the Junior Prom this year was in doubt. Fortunately, the enthusiasm for economy that is present in an embarrassing position, we regard the publication of that portion of his article as ill-advised on the part of himself and T.E.N., and we regret that we have to some degree contributed to his embarrassment, by emphasizing an implication which anyone would make and which has since been misinterpreted. The fact remains, however, that what has been attributed to Fossett was voiced by him in an expression of student sentiment, long recognized by all connected with student activities.

A LOT OF WORK

TODAY and tomorrow nominations are being made for positions on the Junior Prom Committee, of which Edward L. Archbold is co-chairman. Last spring the status of the Junior Prom this year was in doubt. Fortunately, the enthusiasm for economy that is present in an embarrassing position, we regard the publication of that portion of his article as ill-advised on the part of himself and T.E.N., and we regret that we have to some degree contributed to his embarrassment, by emphasizing an implication which anyone would make and which has since been misinterpreted. The fact remains, however, that what has been attributed to Fossett was voiced by him in an expression of student sentiment, long recognized by all connected with student activities.

THE TECH
NEW T. E. N. APPEARS WITH UNUSUAL COVER

Prophetic Article of Institute Are Featured

---

Appearing in a new garb, the November Tech Engineering News makes a bold move. A distinctive sketch of DuPont Court, unfinished, makes the cover casually different from any that have yet appeared. Simple but pleasing, the change is welcome.

Richard Fossett, '33, writes a prophetic article on Technology. Already having occasioned considerable comment, it depicts a picture of the M.I.T. of 1932.

"The Development of Rigorous Thinking" is discussed by Richard H. Fruiter of the Department of Electrical Engineering. W. R. Ross defines the relations between "Oil and the Tech Man." He describes the various processes in the refining of oil, and the opportunities offered thereby. Ernest A. Hodgson of the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, Canada, criticizes about "Earthquake and the Ear Earth Structures," interestingly illustrated with a seismographic chart of an earthquake.

T. C. A. TICKET AGENCY BENEFITS STUDENTS

The recent phase of the T. C. A. ticket service, namely, that of handling football tickets, has been a boon to Technology students, as shown by the fact that to date 167 tickets have been sold aggregating $69.10. The greatest number were sold for the Army-Harvard game last Saturday, when 42 tickets were delivered to members of the student body.

IMPORTED London Grain BROGUE

$7.50

10% Discount Allowed to all Tech Students.

The Men's Shop, 15 West St.

THAYER McNEIL

 Chesterfields Taste Better

You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke. And if it tastes right—that is, not overstrong, not flat—then you enjoy it all the more.

The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish tobaccos—the right aging and blending—make Chesterfields milder, better-tasting... They Satisfy!
As We Like It

HOLLS STREET THEATER

With "The Yeomen" the present engagement of the Civic Light Opera Company comes to an end. This revival, being the last one, was written with every effort to avoid any misinterpretation of the message give in the interview referred to in our story. In fact, Mr. Fossett himself read and approved the story before it went to press.

I should like to protest the tactics and policies of the Civic Light Opera in the T. E. N. and I note that the editor body are not even implied them.

I should also like to protest the tactics and policies of the Civic Light Opera in the T. E. N. and I note that the editor body are not even implied them.

It seems to me that it will be a source of pride to any thinking reader who reads the whole paragraph in the T. E. N. that freshman had the worst of it rather than vice versa as THE TECH reported.
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